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Abstract

In this paper, we present a plane sweep algorithm for constructing the Voronoi diagram of a set of non-crossing line se
2D space using a distance metric induced by a regulark-gon and study the robustness of the algorithm. Following thealgorithmic
degreemodel [G. Liotta, F.P. Preparata, R. Tamassia, Robust proximity queries: an illustration of degree-driven algorithm
SIAM J. Comput. 28 (3) (1998) 864–889], we show that the Voronoi diagram of a set of arbitrarily oriented segments
constructed with degree 14 for certaink-gon metrics (e.g.,k = 6,8,12). For rectilinear segments or segments with slope+1 or−1,
the degree reduces to 2. The algorithm is easy to implement and finds applications in VLSI layout.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Voronoi diagram of polygonal objects is a fu
damental geometrical structure with numerous appl
tions in diverse areas. Excellent surveys on the b
ground, construction and applications of Voronoi d
gram can be found in [1–3,15]. However, robustn
issues associated with the construction of the diag
have made its use hard in practice [9,18]. In this pa
we investigate the algorithmicdegreeof constructing
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the Voronoi diagram of segments under a regulark-gon
distance metric as it can provide a more robust alte
tive to ordinary Euclidean Voronoi diagram for certa
types of segments and values ofk (e.g.,k = 8).

The degreeof an algorithm was introduced by L
otta et al. [11] to model its robustness. It reflects
lowest precision (i.e., the minimum number of bits)
which arithmetic calculations have to be executed in
der to guarantee the topological correctness of the
of the algorithm (i.e., if the input points areb-bits inte-
gers and the degree of the algorithm isd , then the leas
bit precision required isdb + O(1)). Our interest in the
robustness of constructing the Voronoi diagram of s
ments under thek-gon distance metric is motivated b
applications in VLSI layout as presented in [13]. No
that VLSI shapes are always in fixed orientations,
often consist only of axis parallel segments and s
ments of slope±1. Due to the enormous size of VLS
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data, reasonable approximation, robustness and spe
computational methods are criteria far more import
than 100% accuracy of the shape of Voronoi diagram

The most basic operation in the construction of a
Voronoi diagram is the so-calledincircle test, which is
the exact arithmetic computation to check if one poin
inside the circumcircle of three given points. In the c
of line segments and the Euclidean metric, Burnikel
5] showed that the incircle test can be computed w
degree 40. But this is rather high for practical appli
tions. Note that the higher the degree of apredicate(i.e.,
a test used at a branch of the algorithm to determ
the flow of control, such as incircle test), the grea
the slow down due to the need for the use of ar
metic filters. In [13], the use of theL∞ (resp.L1) metric
was proposed as a practical solution to the high de
problem associated with the construction of the Voro
diagram of segments. It was shown that under theL∞
metric, the incircle test for arbitrary line segments c
be answered with degree 5 and the plane sweep p
digm [8] results in an algorithm of total degree 7. T
degree can be reduced to 1 when the segments a
some fixed orientations.

Between theL1 and theL2 metrics, a family of met-
rics has been defined based on a regulark-gon,k = 4,

. . . ,∞ [17,16]. TheL1 metric is derived fork = 4 and
the L2 metric is reached ask approaches∞. A simi-
lar family of metrics between theL∞ and theL2 metric
can also be defined. It is thus natural to ask whethe
k-gon metric can provide a sharper than theL∞/L1,
yet robust, approximation to theL2 Voronoi diagram.
Theoctagonmetric derived by anisotheticoctagon (i.e.,
an octagon with axis parallel diagonals or axis para
edges), captures very well the proximity information
VLSI designs where shapes consist typically of edge
axis parallel,π/4,3π/4 orientations. In this paper, th
degree ofk-gon Voronoi diagram construction for ce
tain k (e.g., 6, 8, 12) is studied.

The Voronoi diagram of segments, or more gener
the Voronoi diagram of disjoint convex polygons, und
general convex polygonal distances was studied in [
The case of points have been investigated earlier in
6]. In [12] the combinatorial properties of this diagra
were determined and a plane sweep method base
Fortune’s paradigm [8] was given to construct a co
pact representation of the Voronoi diagram. With
compact representation, the actual Voronoi diagram
be retrieved in time proportional to its size.

In this paper we give a plane sweep algorithm
construct the actual Voronoi diagram with time co
plexity O(nk lognk), wheren is the total number o
segments andk is the size of thek-gon. Our algorithm
f

-

has a slightly worse asymptotic time complexity th
the one in [12] (i.e., O(nk + n logn logk)), but is sim-
pler to implement. More interestingly, we show that
plane sweep algorithm has an algorithmic degree o
most 14 for a set of arbitrarily oriented segments un
certaink-gon metrics (e.g.,k = 6,8,12). For rectilinear
segments or segments with slope±1, the degree reduce
to 2.

We notice that all the above diagrams fall under
umbrella of abstract Voronoi diagrams [10] and te
niques such as divide and conquer or randomized
cremental construction can be applied once the com
tation of a bisector is available. Note that plane sw
methods are not available for abstract Voronoi diagra
Plane sweep methods are typically vulnerable to rob
ness problems. However, as long as the associate
bustness issues can be resolved, plane sweep is
preferable because of its simplicity.

2. k-gon Voronoi diagram

In this section, we discuss the concept ofk-gon met-
ric, the bisectors between points and segments, the p
sweep method used to construct thek-gon Voronoi dia-
gram, and the sweeping.

In Minkowski geometry, any convex setP can be
used to define aconvex distance functionbetween two
pointsp andq as the amount thatP needs to be scale
to include the vectorq −p. The special case whenP is a
regulark-gon is termed ask-gon metric. Thek-gon dis-
tance between two pointsp,q is thesizeof the smallest
k-gon touchingp andq, which can be naturally define
either in terms of thediameteror thewidth of P . The
diameteris twice the radius which is the distance fro
the center ofP to any of its vertices; Thewidth of P

is the distance between two parallel edges ofP (assum-
ing k is even). In this paper, we use diameter to deriv
family of metrics whose unit circles are inscribed in t
ordinaryL2 unit circle. Alternatively we could use th
width to derive a class of metrics whose unit circles
circumscribed to the ordinaryL2 unit circle.

Since the orientation ofk-gon could affect the dis
tance function, we assume, unless stated otherwise
the following orientation is used. For ak-gon P with
radius r and centered at the origino: (0,0), P is al-
ways oriented in such a way that one of its verti
coincides with the point(r,0). If we count the ver-
tices counterclockwise, then theith vertex vi of P

is (r cosiθ, r siniθ), where θ = 2π/k. The edgeei :
(vi, vi+1) is supported by the line

li :
y − r siniθ = sin(i + 1)θ − siniθ

.

x − r cosiθ cos(i + 1)θ − cosiθ
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Equidistant
Fig. 1. (a) Bisector between a point and a vertical line (i.e., the sweepline). (b) Bisector between a segment and the sweepline. (c)
octagons and the convex hull.
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Notice that for 3,4,6,8,12-gons, all the siniθ , cosiθ
are multiple of either

√
2 or

√
3, and we will show tha

such property helps to reduce the degree of our a
rithm.

Based on the aforementionedk-gon metric, we can
define thek-gon bisector of a pair of geometric objec
such as a pair of points, a point and a segment, two
ments, a point and a line, and a segment and a line. F
gives a few examples of bisectors between two obj
under the octagon metric. Fig. 1(b) shows the bise
(solid line) between a segment and the sweepline, w
is derived from the bisectors (dotted line) between
two endpoints and the sweepline. Fig. 1(c) shows
octagons, equidistant to the two endpoints of a segm
and their convex hull. The distance from the octago
the corresponding endpoint is half of that between
endpoint and the sweepline. Comparing to their co
terparts underL2 metric, k-gon bisectors have som
nice properties: (1) Eachk-gon bisector consists of on
O(k) line segments and no parabolic arc; (2)k-gon bi-
sectors between a segment and the vertical swee
arey-monotone.

Using these bisectors, especially the ones betwe
point or a segment and a vertical line, we can define
k-gon Voronoi diagram for a set of segments. LetG be
a set of interior-disjoint 2D segments. The Voronoi d
gram ofG, denoted byV (G), is a partition of the plane
into regions, calledVoronoi cells, such that each cell i
associated with a segment ofG. A pointq belongs to the
cell corresponding tosi ∈ G if and only if thek-gon dis-
tance fromq to si is smaller than the distance fromq to
any other object inG, i.e.,d(q, si) < d(q, sj ) for each
sj ∈ G,j �= i. In V (G), aVoronoi edgee is a part of the
bisector of the two objects in the neighboring cells oe,
and aVoronoi vertexv is a point equidistant to three o
more objects inG.
-

,

To construct thek-gon Voronoi diagramV (G), we
follow the commonly used plane sweep method [7
14]. Due to the special properties of thek-gon metric,
the algorithm has some interesting features and yie
robust solution.

To facilitate the construction of thek-gon Voronoi
diagram, we assume that there exists a big enough
aligned bounding boxB which holds all the input seg
ments and contains the topological structures (e.g.
Voronoi vertices and bounded edges) ofV (G). The
sweeplineL sweeps across the bounding boxB from
left to right, and the Voronoi diagramV (G) is incre-
mentally constructed during this sweeping process.
beachlineis the lower envelop of the bisectors betwe
the sweepline and all the swept segments (or sub
ments).

The base case of the beachline is the bisector
tween a pointp and the vertical sweeplineL. For any
pointp at(xp, yp) andL atx = xl , supposexl > xp and
their distance isd = xl − xp. The bisector betweenp
andL consists of O(k) segments of the following form
with each corresponding to an edge of the regulark-gon:

y − yvi

x − xvi

= yvi+1 − yvi

xvi+1 − xvi

,

where

vi =
(

xp + d cosiθ

1+ cosiθ
, yp + d siniθ

1+ cosiθ

)
,

θ = 2π/k.

The above equation can be rewritten as

y = Ai(x − xp − dBi) + yp + dCi, i �= k/2,

where

Ai = sin(i + 1)θ(1+ cosiθ) − siniθ(1+ cos(i + 1)θ)

cos(i + 1)θ(1+ cosiθ) − cosiθ(1+ cos(i + 1)θ)

Bi = cosiθ
, and Ci = siniθ

.

1+ cosiθ 1+ cosiθ
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It is easy to see wheni = k/2, the two compo-
nents of the bisectors are actually horizontal rays
the following form,y = yp + (d sinθ)/(1 − cosθ) and
y = yp − (d sinθ)/(1− cosθ).

The bisector of a segments = (p, q) and the sweep
lineL can be derived from the two bisectors between
two endpoints ofs andL, respectively. LetP1 andP2
be two regulark-gons that centered at the two endpoi
p andq of s, respectively. Assume that thek vertices
of P1 andP2 are all labeled counterclockwise, starti
from their rightmost ones. Then there exist two numb
j andj + k/2 such that connecting the twoj th vertices
and the two(j + k/2)th vertices ofP1 andP2, respec-
tively, results in the convex hull of the two regular po
gons. Since each regular polygon (Fig. 1(c)) is equi
tant to its corresponding endpoint and the sweeplin
is easy to see that the indexj (calledch-index) can be
determined by the slope of the input segment. The
segment connecting the twoj th vertices in the bisec
tors ofp andq is also part of the bisector ofs and the
sweeplineL: x = t . The equation of this segment is

Dj(x − xq) − dx(y − yq)

+ dq(dx sinjθ − dy cosjθ) = 0,

where

Dj = dy(1+ cosjθ) − dx sinjθ,

dq = t − xq,

dx = xp − xq,

dy = yp − yq.

Let Gt be the set of swept segments or subsegm
by L at time t (i.e., L is at x = t). To compute the
Voronoi diagramV (Gt) of Gt , we dynamically main-
tain the setB(Gt) of bisectors ofL and the segment
in Gt . The lower envelop (looking horizontally from
x = ∞) of B(Gt) (calledbeachline) contains two types
vertices (calledbreakpoints): (1) vertices of the bisec
tors of the segments inGt and (2) intersections of dif
ferent bisectors. To compute the Voronoi diagram, i
sufficient to keep track of the change of the beachl
determine the vertices and edges ofV (Gt), and finalize
them as part ofV (G). During the sweeping process, tw
types of events (following [7,14]),site eventandcircle
event, need to be handled.

(1) Site event (see Fig. 2): A site event occurs wh
the sweepline encounters an endpointu of an input
segments. If u is the left endpoint ofs, this event
introduces a degenerate bisector, which is a h
zontal ray, into the beachline. When the sweep
Fig. 2. Site event.

Fig. 3. Circle event.

moves right, this degenerate bisector grows int
full k-segment bisector for the subsegment ofs to
the left of the sweepline. Ifu is the right endpoin
of s, the event only updates the bisector ofs. No
new bisector is introduced.

(2) Circle event (see Fig. 3): A circle event occu
when two adjacent breakpoints of the beach
overlap (due to the growth of the adjacent bis
tors). At this moment, three bisector segments m
at a common point (v as in Fig. 3) which forms
a new breakpoint for the beachline. (Note tha
more than three segments meet at the same p
the degenerate case can be easily handled by u
a post-processing technique given in [8].) A circ
event generates a new breakpoint and the bise
segments which are no longer in the beachline
be removed.

3. Plane sweep algorithm for k-gon Voronoi
diagram

Our plane sweep algorithm uses two main data st
tures to keep track of thebeachline and the event
list. Since the beachline isy-monotone, its vertices ar
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maintained by a balanced binary search treeT (using
their y-coordinates as the keys). The event list is sto
in a priority queue, calledevent queueQ. The priority of
each event is the time (i.e., thex-coordinate ofL) when
the event occurs. For a site event, the time is simply
x-coordinate of the endpoint of the corresponding l
segment. For a circle event, the time is thex-coordinate
of L when the two breakpoints overlap. Along with
circle event, we also store inQ the three bisector seg
ments which cause the event. The main steps of
plane sweeping algorithm are the follows.

(1) Initialization. Initialize the data structures, i.e
a balanced binary search treeT for the beachline
a priority queueQ for the event queue. For eac
input segment, compute itsch-index based on it
slope, and insert two site events into the event qu
Q using thex-coordinates of the two endpoints
the keys.

(2) Sweeping. Repeatedly extract an event from t
event queueQ until it is empty. For a site even
first insert a degenerate bisector into the bea
line using they-coordinate of the site event as t
key. Then compute two new potential circle eve
for the newly added breakpoint and its two neig
boring breakpoints, and insert them into the ev
queue. For a circle event, finalize the breakpo
as a Voronoi vertex, remove the vanished bise
segment from the beachline, compute circle eve
for the newly introduced breakpoint and its neig
boring breakpoints in the beachline, and insert
circle events into event queueQ.

Notice that during the sweep,false-alarmproblem
may exist. For example, when we update the beach
three consecutive bisector segments may meet at a
mon point at some timet , thus a potential circle even
is generated and inserted into the event queue. H
ever, should one of the three segments be removed
the beachline before timet (due to some other circl
events), the circle event is not going to happen and m
be removed from the event queue. Such a problem
be easily handled by checking for each encountered
cle event whether the three involving bisector segm
are still in the beachline before actually processing i

The algorithm runs in O(nk log(nk)) time and O(nk)

space forn input segments. The reason is as follow
Each bisector has O(k) bisector segments and the
are at most O(nk) breakpoints in the beachline. Thu
an insertion or deletion operation in the treeT takes
O(log(nk)) time. For the event queue, there are O(n)

site events, and at most O(nk) circle events. Thus th
-

running time of each priority queue operation tak
O(lognk) time. The major cost for each event is
perform O(1) operations inT andQ and thus can b
bounded by O(log(nk)) time. The total time of the al
gorithm is therefore O(nk log(nk)).

4. Degree analysis

A nice property of the above plane sweep algorit
is its low degree under certaink-gon metrics. To ana
lyze the degree, we consider an arbitrary input segm
pq: (xp, yp)(xq, yq) with xp > xq andyp > yq (other
cases can be similarly handled). As demonstrate
previous section, there are two types of bisector s
ments in the bisector between an input segment an
sweeplineL: x = t (see Fig. 1). One bisector segme
is the segment connecting the pair ofch-index vertices
of the bisectors ofp andq. Others are segments on t
bisector ofp or q. Below are their equations:

y = Ai(x − xg − dgBi) + yg + dgCi, (1)

Dj(x − xq) − dx(y − yq)

+ dq(dx sinjθ − dy cosjθ) = 0, (2)

whereg ∈ {p,q}.
In the above equations, all coefficients are functi

of sin(iθ) and cos(iθ), 0� i < k, which are in genera
radicals. This seemingly suggests that the degree o
computation on these equations is high. To accura
analyze the degree of the algorithm, we consider
case ofk = 8. Observe that under the octagon met
although all the coefficients are still radicals, each
them is a product of a rational number and a comm
radical number

√
2. To make use of this nice proper

we consider a special type of radicals (calledβ num-
bers)β = (a + b

√
s )/(c + d

√
s ), wherea, b, c, d ands

are some small rational numbers. The following lem
can be easily proved.

Lemma 1. Let β be defined as above. Then,β numbers
are closed under operations of addition, subtracti
multiplication, and division.

To study the robustness issue ofβ numbers, we fol-
low the degree model introduced by Liotta et al. [1
In this model, the input variables are of degree 1
denoted byα. A specific termρ of degrees over in-
put variables can be rewritten asαs (genericization rule
[11]). To compute the degree of unspecified polyno
als, the following rules [11] were introduced:
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αsαr → αr+s (product rule)
αs + αs → αs (sum rule)
−αs → αs (sign rule)
ρj

ρi

± ρh

ρi

→ ρj ± ρh (common denominator)

ρj

ρi

± ρh

ρk

→ ρjρk ± ρiρh (common denominator)

ρi ± ρj → ρ2
i − ρ2

j (segregate and square)

The degree of an algorithm is the highest degree of
test computation (or predicate), which is the evalua
of multivariate polynomial. For more information abo
the degree model and exact computation, readers a
ferred to [11,4,5].

To study the degree related toβ numbers, we exten
the degree model [11] with the following simple rewr
ing rules in the follow lemma, whereα represents inpu
variables of degree 1.

Lemma 2.

(1) β ± β → β,
(2) ββ → β,
(3) β−1 → β,
(4) βαn → α2n,
(5) βαm ± βαn → βαmax{m,n}.

Proof. These rewriting rules can be proved by using
rewriting rules given in [11]. Below we give the pro
for Rule (4). Others are simpler and can be proved s
ilarly.

By definition,βαn = a+b
√

s

c+d
√

s
αn, anda, b, c, d, s are

rational numbers. Using the rewriting rules in [11], w
have the following.

a + b
√

s

c + d
√

s
αn → (a + b

√
s )(c − d

√
s )

c2 − d2s
αn

→ (ac − bds) + (bc − ad)
√

s

c2 − d2s
αn

→ αn + √
sαn

→ α2n − sα2n

→ α2n.

In the rewriting process, we first multiplyc − d
√

s to
both the numerator and the denominator, then simp
it by separating the term with irrational numbers and
one without, i.e.,αn +√

sαn. The small rational numbe
a, b, c, d, s are constants and can be removed from
degree calculation. Using the segregate and square
we can eliminate the square root factor and rewriteβαn

asα2n. �
-

,

Note that forβ numbers, we only have one comm
radical number (i.e.,

√
2 in octagon metric) which ca

be computed in an off-line fashion (and thus treated
a constant) to a precision which ensures the correct
of the exact computation. For example, if the desi
precision isb bits, and the degree of the algorithm isd ,
then the radical number will have a precision withd ×
b + O(1) bits.

In our algorithm, the coordinatesxg , yg of point g

are input variables with degree 1. Using the rewrit
rules, we can first rewriteAi,Bi,Ci,Di in Eqs. (1) and
(2) asAi → β, Bi → β, Ci → β, Di → αβ. This is
because all the sin(iθ) and cos(iθ) are multiple of the
same radical

√
2 under octagon metric. In general, if w

use otherk-gon metric with the same property (i.e., on
one radical/β number is involved in the computation
all the sin(iθ) and cos(iθ)), the degree of the algorithm
will be the same as in the case of octagon metric, e
k = 6,12.

In our plane sweep algorithm, besides the com
tation of thech-index, all the other test computatio
(predicates) occur when we are trying to insert an ev
into the event queue or insert a new (degenerate) b
tor into the beachline. The comparison is either betw
the x-coordinate ory-coordinate of an endpoint of a
input segment and a breakpoint or between the tim
two circle events. In the following lemma, we identify
types of predicates and calculate their degrees.

Lemma 3. In the plane sweeping algorithm, the follow
ing 4 types of predicates need to be computed exa
to ensure the accuracy of the algorithm, and the high
degree among them is14 under the octagon metric.

(A) slopes < tan(iπ/k) (for comparing the slope of a
input segments with the slope of an edge of th
regular polygon to determine thech-index).

(B) yp < ybp (for comparing the y-coordinate of
point p with a breakpointbp in the beachline to
insert a new bisector(i.e., a horizontal ray) gener-
ated from a site event atp).

(C) xp < te (for comparing the time of a site eve
which is thex-coordinate of a pointp with the time
of a circle event to insert the circle evente into the
event queue).

(D) te < te′ (for comparing the times of two circl
eventse ande′ to insert the new circle evente into
the event queue).

Proof. The existence of the four types of predicates
lows directly from previous discussion on the sweep
algorithm. The time of a site event is thex-coordinate
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of an endpointp of an input segment. A circle eve
occurs when three consecutive bisector segments i
beachline meet at a common point.

As for the degree, Predicate (A) has degree 2, sin

slopes − tan(iπ/k) → dy

dx
− β → α

α
− β

→ α − αβ → α2 − α2

→ α2.

For Predicate (B), its degree is the highest when
breakpoint is the common intersection of three bis
tor segments (i.e., a breakpoint corresponding to a c
event). For Predicates (C) and (D), their degrees dep
on the computation of the times associated with the
cle eventse ande′.

To determine the degrees of Predicates (B), (C)
(D), we consider a circle event generated by three bi
tor segments

aix + biy + ci t = di,

aj x + bjy + cj t = dj , and

akx + bky + ckt = dk.

Solving this linear system, we have

x =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
bi bj bk

ci cj ck

di dj dk

∣∣∣∣∣∣
/∣∣∣∣∣∣

ai aj ak

bi bj bk

ci cj ck

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,

y = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ai aj ak

ci cj ck

di dj dk

∣∣∣∣∣∣
/∣∣∣∣∣∣

ai aj ak

bi bj bk

ci cj ck

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,

t =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ai aj ak

bi bj bk

di dj dk

∣∣∣∣∣∣
/∣∣∣∣∣∣

ai aj ak

bi bj bk

ci cj ck

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .

Using the rewriting rules, we first rewriteAi,Bi,Ci,

Di asAi → β, Bi → β, Ci → β, Di → αβ, and then
rewrite Eqs. (1) and (2) as:

βx + y + βt = αβ, (3)

αβx + αy + αβt = α2β. (4)

It is clear that the degree of computing the int
section point of three bisector segments of the form
Eq. (4) is higher. And in this case, we have

x = α4β

α3β
, y = α4β

α3β
, and t = α4β

α3β
.

Plugging them into Predicates (B), (C), and (D),
have
(B) yp − α4β

α3β
→ ypα3β − α4β → α4β → α8,

(C) xp − α4β

α3β
→ α4β → α8,

(D)
α4β

α3β
− α4β

α3β
→ α7β → α14. �

In VLSI applications, the input segments are of
rectilinear or oriented with slope ofπ/4 or 3π/4 [13].
In the cases ofπ/4 and 3π/4, since the slope of inpu
segments isdy/dx = 1, Eq. (4) can be further simplifie
to Eq. (3). And the rectilinear case is even simpler. T
the intersection of three bisector segments of Eq.
will be

x = αβ

β
, y = αβ

β
, t = αβ

β
,

and the degree of Predicate (D) is

αβ

β
− αβ

β
→ αβ → α2.

It is interesting to point out that the incircle test u
der thek-gon metric have predicates (which need to
computed exactly) similar to above ones and there
has the same degree.

Lemma 4. For certaink-gon metrics(e.g.,k = 6,8,12),
the incircle test for disjoint line segments has degre
most14.

Theorem 5. For a set of non-crossing segments w
arbitrary orientation, the plane-sweeping algorithm f
computing thek-gon (for k = 6,8,12, . . .) Voronoi di-
agram has degree at most14. If the orientation of the
segments is either rectilinear,π/4, or 3π/4, then the
degree is reduced to2.
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